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Abstract 

 

Transfer:  Unlearning the Director’s Role in Playmaking 

 

Courtney Sale Manning, M.F.A. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2012 

 

Supervisor:  Steven Dietz 

 
In this thesis I will examine my own directing praxis and transfer, the instant 

where ideas become action. I will define transfer as an initial trajectory toward a lasting 

event and examine how that practice has influenced four productions while at UT:  The 

Fictional Life of Historical Oddities, september play, 360 (round dance) and Emergency 

Prom. 
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Introduction 
 

 Praise came easily from my mom when I was an actor. As an undergraduate, 

studying theater, I performed a handful of roles, all of which were attended by my 

mother. Though not an enthusiastic fan of live performance, she marveled how I 

memorized lines and the eloquence of my physicality on stage. She generously 

complimented my truthful reactions and vocal technique. When I moved away from 

acting and began directing, post-show praise evolved into questions. What exactly did you 

do? 

In this thesis I will examine my own directing praxis and transfer, the instant 

where ideas become action. I will apply my mom’s fine question, “What exactly did you 

do?” to a series of works produced at UT. Because I strive to create enduring memories 

with actors and audiences, I will define transfer as an initial trajectory toward a lasting 

event. 

To examine the role and the practical work of the director in the contemporary 

American Theater seems an almost insurmountable task (not only for my mom). Pre-

production paperwork, rehearsal journaling and subsequent reviews offer insight into the 

leadership in the rehearsal room, but charting (what has historically been known as) the 

ephemeral relationship between director and actor remains elusive.  In Marshall Mason’s 

book Creating Life on Stage: A Director’s Approach to Working with Actors, the 

renowned director generalizes standard forms of interaction employed by the director, “. . 

. a director’s communication with actors is usually limited to intellectual concepts, 
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generalized attitudes, abstract imagery and physical results.” (xix) Mason’s comments 

exemplify the dangerous limits on the perceptions of directing. Broad communications 

cannot generate specific performances. The director must illuminate specific choices 

from their collaborators. Therefore a director's intrinsic success, for herself as well as her 

ensemble, can be adequately measured in incremental moments; which I will refer to in 

this paper as transfer. In the most basic of definitions transfer encompasses the 

imperative communication between the director and collaborators. However, for the 

purposes of my work and mission, the term ‘communication’ seems insufficient because 

of its proclivity to easily and often unravel. The work of the theater is the work of making 

memory. Transfer represents a complete and powerful moment that transcends 

communication about the play into a greater transformative understanding of the play. 

Transfer's primary goal is to ignite and inspire.  

Transfer, as an inspiring tool of the director, requires us to inhabit many forms. 

The conditions under which transfer is worked insists the director possess the agility of a 

point guard in basketball.  Whether the actor needs a friend, coach, facilitator, parent, 

instigator, mentor or visionary, transfer occurs when collaborators arrive at conditions for 

empathetic listening; when the director offers the precise feedback to fulfill an actor’s 

need. The actor becomes emboldened to receive and accurately interpret the director’s 

comments, which in the best scenarios are made in service of the play.  Throughout the 

rehearsal process the director guides a microscopic bundle of moments to ultimately 

become superfluous to the production and inevitable sharing. All of these elements allow 

transfer to materialize; first from director to performer and then from performer to 
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audience. 

Exploring transfer of ideas between actor/director, and methods where the private 

creative process becomes public, demands looking at the director through the lens of her 

permanent impact. The director’s guidance shapes an actor’s performance. When actors 

communicate the play to a live audience, the life cycle of transfer is complete. The effect 

of a lasting event, created in rehearsal, delivered in performance, now resides with an 

audience. Small units of time in a rehearsal hall must be examined for their lasting impact 

because moments of transfer are created to live beyond their inception. Transfer is the 

launch to inevitable sharing.  

In a recent anthology, Counting New Beans:  Intrinsic Impact and the Value of 

Art, contributor Clayton Lord describes the importance of making the ephemeral into 

something quantifiable. Lord acknowledges finding language for this argument proves 

difficult and he symbolically advises: 

Envision the artistic process as a beautiful, elusive wild animal, walking down a 

riverbed, stalking through the land so quickly that it’s impossible to catch a 

glimpse of the real thing. You can never see the animal itself, it’s gone. But the 

footprint is there, to measure and examine, and you can work from the footprint 

back to something of the animal itself. 

Measuring my work from a perspective of permanence places me, as a theater artist, 

closer to my individual values because it has the potential to have lasting resonances. I 

accept a lengthier responsibility to my role in any process.  This system of assessment is 

effective because each rehearsal process produces lingering consequences. The opening 
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of a show, and even the closing, does not absolve me from a personal stake in the work. 

By assessing my contribution in this way, I am simultaneously employing my most 

effective leadership qualities. Legacy and the present moment become equally vital.  

 Like Lord, I have struggled to develop a lexicon that describes this ephemeral 

practice through a permanent frame. Surprisingly, an apt metaphor arrived in a youth 

novel I read to my son, Finn. In Roald Dahl's The B.F.G., a cave-dwelling, friendly giant 

treks many lands in the darkest moments of night. The walk-about’s aim is to blow 

dreams into the bedrooms of humans (or 'human beans' as he likes to call us) through his 

magical trumpet. The giant may only release the contents during the 'witching hour' of 

night so that no one may see him. His humble visage masks the profundity of his 

invented dreams, but for the dreamer, these visions are vividly real. This passage 

animates the practice of transfer in directing live performance. Over the past three years, 

while pursuing my M.F.A. in Directing, I have led the 'witching hours' of plays; the 

crucible moment where my individual collecting, analyzing and fantasizing passes fully 

to another collaborator, whether it be designer, actor or even audience.  

I came to UT with a pragmatic sense of playmaking, which included an array of 

organizational, producing and play analysis skills. I developed these tools in Seattle and 

New York, two cities where I resided before entering graduate school. With pragmatism 

came the ability to examine plays from a specific proximity- one that kept the play and 

collaborators a safe distance from me. The ideas shared between me, as the director, to 

my fellow collaborators happened in the form of a “banking method”. I narrated our work 

in the play and participants listened patiently. From there, exploration in the process 
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suffered. Often I focused my energies on my early relationship with the play, choosing to 

honor first instincts rather than plunge deeper into the work. Working in this way made 

me necessary because the initial impulse was fueled by knowledge I imparted. Being well 

ahead of everyone in the room and preserving that position was the mark of success. I 

was creating works in the nostalgia of my first few interactions. These practical (and 

protective) skills were convenient while self-producing in New York and Seattle. Time 

and money were (and will always be) incredibly scarce; shepherding my practical skills 

through the life of a play was a suitable method of making. What the Department has 

magnanimously provided, in my limited time, are multiple experiences in the 'witching 

hour' of a play. These were the instances where director to actor transfer could be fully 

realized and tested. My experiments in transfer have led me to a fundamental belief that 

directors create permanence when we sculpt conditions for communal memory. 

 The work of the 'witching hour' has at times been infinitely lonely. Often the 

transfer has no receiver or dips into the maudlin; the result of shaky leadership. There has 

been a common challenge in the past three years: managing my proximity to the play and 

collaborators, in concise terms- negotiating the impact of transfer.  Four works I have 

directed and, in some cases, co-created while studying at UT will form the base for my 

examination of this challenge. These plays, and their minute parts, exhibit both successes 

and struggles of transfer and, though created during my time at UT, will continue to 

inform my practice long beyond graduation. The projects include The Fictional Life of 

Historical Oddities a site-specific performance based on the Dionne quintuplets, 360 

(round dance) an adaptation of Schnitzler's La Ronde written by Professor Steven Dietz, 
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septemberplay a playful memorial that examined the lasting effects of the September 11th 

attacks and Emergency Prom, an improv-driven theatrical event written by Steve Moulds.  

The first chapter of this thesis I will dedicate to two pieces (The Fictional Life of 

History Oddities, september play) I co-created where transfer came easily. In these works 

I have discovered a fascination with transferring historical or 'borrowed' events to 

contemporary audiences; a large gesture of story transference that originates from my 

minute examination of actor/director transfer. In the final chapter I will explore both my 

first and last production on the department’s season tracking how transfer has evolved for 

me while at UT. 
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Where Transfer Thrives 

 

Transfer flourishes when one loves the play. This may sound like common sense 

but is it always common practice? 

In the fall of 2010 I joined a group of classmates to develop an idea for 

submission to the 2011 The University Co-op Presents the Cohen New Works Festival 

(NWF). Most of the group had worked together before, predominantly during a 

collaboration course held the previous spring. The Duplicates (which is the current 

organizational title of the company formed from this group) is made up of four artists and 

myself:  Rowan Doyle (scenic and costume design), Trey Gilmore (technical design), 

Tom Horan (playwriting and sound design) and Cheng Wei Teng (lighting design).  Our 

sensibilities and interests are prodigiously similar but our skill sets widely vary. What 

congealed our efforts and decision to create together was our collective, unflappable 

work ethic.  We took our humorous and weird aesthetic seriously. The group would 

ultimately create two pivotal works during my tenure at UT:  The Fictional Life of 

Historical Oddities and september play. (And, dear reader, as I type this now we are well 

into our fourth show titled Elvis Machine. Viva la Duplicates!) Through these plays and 

this team I was able to test personal definitions and mythologies about directing. And in 

those tests, I made discoveries that informed how I want to lead, which would inevitably 

become how I discuss the process of transfer. 

In the early meetings of development, scale and style dominated our 

conversations. The working environment was unlike any I had ever experienced; each 
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idea was a possibility and not a limitation. The Duplicates were a self-selected family; 

close enough to feel an aesthetic cohesion and distanced enough to argue our singular 

artistic beliefs. We entered our dramaturgical and rehearsal sessions with expertise of our 

craft and strived toward facility with new ones. The early collaboration of the team 

possessed tremendous energy:  the infrastructure was strong and capable. Our discussions 

occurred in a lateral fashion rather than hierarchal and that structure meant that the 

responsibility of the play belonged to us all. In more traditional models, each disparate 

role may (whether successfully or not) champion one slice of production without 

engaging the whole pie. From the beginning we were all deeply (and perhaps, at times, 

annoyingly) invested in one another's proficiency. Knowing I would lead rehearsals, I 

wanted to carry this style of interaction into the rehearsal process with actors. Though my 

past experiences as a performer were few, I could not recall a rehearsal room where my 

process was met alongside the director’s process. Performers are the bravest of souls and 

still many enter into new processes with timidity. And why should they feel differently?  

They are the only artists expected to grow ‘in view’ within an allotted time. In a 

traditional rehearsal process the set design would be finalized early, the sound designer 

would have selected music and the costume designer would have solidified palette and 

line. The very nature of the Duplicates had the rare ingredients to have the design, 

writing, directing and performing to develop beside one another in plain sight; to scaffold 

the risk beyond the actor/director relationship. In its construction, the process felt readied 

for transfer. The task in front of us, as we brought other artists in the fold, was to 

preserve that unique transfer as the foundation of our work. In our first production, with 
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the subject of the Dionne Quintuplets as our guide, we would ultimately make a work that 

was both weird and wonderful (though I could not have predicted its lasting impact on 

my artistry in our messy beginning).  

The Dionne Quintuplets were the first ever quintuplets on record. The “quints” (as 

they were later known) were taken from their family by the Canadian government and 

raised in public view in the 1930s. The Fictional Life of Historical Oddities was told in 

five chapters from the extraordinary and very public moment of the quintuplet’s birth to 

the true account of three of the five sisters’ deaths. Like the Duplicates’ development 

method, the structure of the piece did not follow traditional play format; the script located 

somewhere between fairy tale and confessional poetry. Told using little dialogue, many 

scenes of the play were inspired and written in images rather than text. A taboo word in 

conventional theater settings, “boredom”, was the Duplicates most important barometer. 

We embraced our short attention spans, cutting and rearranging with no apology. In other 

rehearsals, directors would have spent weeks trying to activate these moments. We 

treated them like an overgrown forest, liberally using our machete to carve the path of the 

play.  

Each rehearsal felt like a block party, a destination I looked forward to everyday. 

We worked outside in the warm Austin air with laughter and passionate discussion as our 

soundscape. Our responsibilities were multi-dimensional; altering primary beliefs of the 

individual and defying our own definitions of our expertise. As the opening date moved 

closer in time, marketing deadlines for the Festival loomed. The Festival administrators 

needed show information that clearly delineated roles and credit. The outside request was 
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an important mile marker for the group because the categorizations of our work simply 

did not fit the marketing template. Authorship was open-ended. By this point in the 

collaboration, the team had a difficult time discerning our various titles. Our job 

descriptions blurred and required many hyphens:  I was director-producer or co-director-

co-producer-co-writer or co-director-co-producer-co-writer-co-maker. We quickly tired 

of trying to define our roles.  After receiving the marketing inquiry, at the top of each 

rehearsal I would say aloud, “I’m not the director”—not to relinquish any of my duties 

but to transfer a humorous gesture; an invitation to raise everyone’s participation as 

directors in the room. At the time, the one fact we were all co-creators trumped any need 

to decode multiple hyphens. (Later, after the show closed, we would classify my work on 

Fictional Life as the lead director because there were future marketing templates on 

which to adhere.) 

With generous input from my colleagues, I led the casting procedures for the 

show. Hosting any casting audition I had, in the past, led or experienced felt dishonest to 

our intentions. In most cases, auditions are the first interaction between director and 

performer. However, we would not be working in the manner of a traditional show; the 

ritual and tradition of auditions did not match our style of working. In this questioning, I 

was beginning to challenge antiquated notions of how theater artists might begin a show. 

Past institutions or makers need not dictate our process. Auditioning actors for Fictional 

Life was antithetical to the story. We drafted a nuanced, intimate and whimsical text and 

auditions seemed an impersonal way to judge anyone's contribution to the show. In 

thinking of casting, I realized that the rehearsal process would require many nights I 
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would be away from my husband and son. Theater artists subsidize many things to 

practice, we should, at the very least, enjoy our company. My thinking on auditions is 

always evolving but I would eventually cast our second work, september play, in a 

similar fashion. I wrote to the cast of september play: 

 Why I Hate Auditions 
 

We work, at times, in the most racist, sexist, discriminatory practice. 
A casting director can or cannot hire you based on a mole on your right cheek. 
It's unfair and stupid and requires little imagination. 
Auditions make me discouraged. 
Auditions make me slide back into the habitudes of familiarity. 
Isn't there a better way? A better system. 
An invitation maybe. 
A request to join me in a way that I would ask you to be a part of my child's 
christening, or my wedding party, 
or speak at my funeral, or join me in drinking glasses of Arnold Palmers on a hot 
day. 
There is a reason I asked you to be in the play. 
There is a reason I asked you TO BE in the play. 
And it has to do with your messy, complicated, wonderful souls. 
And your willingness to ask the silly question, even when it feels like time is 
frowning on your question. 
"You should have asked that earlier. Now they will know...they will know you 
hadn't understood the whole time!" 
You will be outed by your fool. 
But YOUR FOOL is why you are here. In the room. 
You are bouquets of hope. 
I am deeply honored by our work together. 
Maybe someday someone will reward us for our unique casting process and our 
days of rest in between. 
 

Because the co-creators were still pushing the language of Fictional Life, we needed 

artists who could calmly work in the unknown. We pursued people we loved, perhaps not 

the most trained or vetted of performers but an ensemble that was willing to arrive with 

heart and humor. The gamble yielded remarkable results. We had assimilated a group of 
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people equally invested in both the imagination and rigor of the process. This gathering 

of artists became a collective who understood the wildness and playfulness in that first 

rehearsal of Fictional Life when I spoke that they may, in fact, embody staplers in the 

play. Early in this process, by the simple act of choosing from the heart, we had started to 

create remarkable conditions for transfer. Choosing performers based on personal 

curiosity and adoration meant there was no veneer; our ability to inspire one another was 

a given circumstance in the room. To this day, Fictional Life remains one of the most 

satisfying processes in working with performers. Those performers assumed ownership 

of the play as if they had imagined it themselves. Transfer thrived. 

Because of the spectacular experience working with the Fictional Life artists, I 

ended my semester discussion with faculty making a provocative statement:  “I hate 

actors”. The performers in Fictional Life did not operate as actors in my most 

stereotypical of definitions, as the ones who would have success in a traditional casting 

call. Their work was egoless and patient; giving to the life of the play beyond an actor 

purview. Transfer happened because we invested our personal selves into the 

playmaking. The actors I spoke of hating were those who trained in the histories of 1970s 

Stella Adler technique. A rigid, competitive, narcissistic, Stella Adler trained actor would 

have been disoriented in Fictional Life. The play illuminated disparate components of a 

world and rejected an overall arc. Our play required disconnectivity in lines and tone-not 

a popular lesson coming out of the Adler Studio. Just as I challenge myself to give more 

to the life of every show, which often requires shedding antiquated techniques, I wanted 

the same from the performers. In discussion with Professor Steven Dietz, he suggested I 
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might not hate actors but perhaps had found a stronger definition for the type of actor I 

desired to collaborate with:  performers who could live imaginatively in truthful 

circumstances rather than the Sanford Meisner adage “live truthfully in imaginary 

circumstances”. The comment was a revelation to me and another way that transfer can 

be more explicit from the first rehearsal. 

This play, these collaborators and myself became extraordinarily intimate. The 

Dionnes began to embed themselves in my consciousness. The co-creators were zealous 

researchers, scouring every book, image and article we could find about these five girls. 

The company possessed a complete fascination with the girls’ lives. We were starting to 

develop a common language that furthered our means of transfer, one that was not 

dictated by the scheduled rehearsal hours.  

The night Fictional Life opened was an unusually damp and cool night in Austin. 

As we moved closer to opening, I recall feeling casual about how the audience would 

perceive show. For my own personal success had already been met. The process and 

collaboration felt so radical and rewarding.  Our initial goal to maintain the integrity of 

our transfer while adding more artists was achieved. In the beams of light we could see 

tiny raindrops forming, confirming the foreboding sense we would cancel one of only 

four showings. But just before nine o'clock the clouds broke away and we were able to 

proceed. When the show started the audience leaned in further, like the first few minutes 

of any foreign film, the language was different and required a complex way of seeing. I 

thought some of the participants may be laughing but mostly I was unsure of the play's 

effect. Until mid-way through the performance when one of my mentors and friends, 
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Suzan Zeder made her way through the tangle of swivel chairs that served as audience 

seating. With her mouth partly agape and neck rising to take in all of the view, she 

appeared mesmerized. The enchantment of her presence, how she was lured into the 

play's space was its own beautiful mini-play within the play. An audience member so 

compelled by the action on stage that they did not care if they disturbed the other 

participants. She may very well have been blocking someone's view but no matter:  the 

play arrested her.  

Historically the director rarely spends any time with the audience beyond 

opening. I witnessed the play work its mysteries over the audience for four performances; 

discovering new questions and loves each time. Fictional Life contained a wildly 

different effect than any play I had ever participated in which was confirmed based on 

audience feedback. Playwright and guest artist Octavio Solis said of the performance: 

 

“For me, the highlight of The University Co-op Presents the Cohen New Works 

Festival was The Fictional Life of Historical Oddities, a flawlessly executed 

performance piece that obliterated all the boundaries between art forms. 

Theatrical conceits merged with purely musical moments, interactive 

performance art and an almost painterly adherence to visual balance and 

composition to create something wholly beautiful and original in the outdoor 

spaces of the UT campus. It was as close an expression of Heisenberg's 

Uncertainty Principle as the theatre could get and still deliver a poignant and 

slightly comic catharsis to its audience.” 

 

At the end of the first performance the audience greeted the co-creators as if in a 
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wedding procession. Tom Horan, Rowan Doyle and I stood by the stage manager's table, 

ready to break down the lighting instruments for the night, and a line of friends and 

strangers waited patiently to hug us. Tom, Rowan and I would catch glances, between 

embraces, like a couple that lost one another at a party to their in-laws. Both of us silently 

wondering, what did we do? The play had been fruitfully transferred and enlivened the 

potential to be permanently carried in the hearts and minds of many of the audience. The 

corporeal archive of experience enlarged; the audience felt belonging. This response, 

which manifested in an audience/co-creator physical reaction, was not normal theater 

going behavior. Most theater lobbies empty quickly with patrons grateful to move to the 

next moments of their life.  Fictional Life taught me how to stay rigorous and invested in 

proximity, not only to the play and collaborators but also, to the audience. Praise is nice 

(thank you, mom) and does the fine work of suppressing my thoughts of inadequacy, 

however more than compliments, I want to take people on a journey together in 

performance and I want to go on a journey with people in process. The performers 

transferred a meaningful, magnanimous and new experience. In my profession of 

directing, one of the loneliest in the theater, my work led me to a community of artists 

that strive to deliver a communal belonging to a group of strangers. 

My final year of study coincided with the tenth anniversary of the September 11th 

attacks. When I began UT in 2009 (and well before Fictional Life) I had the beginnings 

of a work centered on the event that I hoped to pursue. The topic was of a strong personal 

interest because my husband’s brother was killed at the World Trade Center. In its 

original idea, the play would manifest as a documentary theater work, incorporating 
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many voices in a one-time reading. The date and anniversary would serve as a 

galvanizing event. I saw a unique opportunity in that many undergraduate students had 

only experienced the tragedy through sound-tracked and slickly produced television 

media. september play was developed with the idea that my and my family’s personal 

experience of the attack would be shared. Though not a conscientious thought in 

inception, ‘audience design’ would become critical to transfer within this process.  

However, coming off of Fictional Life, I knew my original proposal did not 

reflect the current trajectory of my work. I was coming out of a process that was 

changing mythologies of directing and revealing how transfer might exist in my practice 

as a long-term companion. The Duplicates were collaborators who would encourage a 

unique director/actor relationship.  I approached the Duplicates one week after Fictional 

Life closed, with the hope our collaboration could continue-and was met with an 

enthusiastic yes. september play offered us an opportunity to experiment this unusual and 

new method of playmaking on an emotionally packed subject. 

 The public memorial practices of September 11th had troubled me in their 

divisiveness (which initially inspired my proposal). At Ground Zero in New York City 

the tenth anniversary would be commemorated in the spirit of the preceding nine years. 

The victim’s names would be read, all two thousand nine hundred and eighty three. In 

Shanksville Pennsylvania, where the hijacked Flight 93 crashed into a field, the forty 

victims would be remembered in ceremony. Like previous September 11th ceremonies, 

the Pentagon would hold a private memorial for family members that included President 

Obama. These decade old services were establishing a more formalized, exclusive 
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memorial tradition. The remembrances would be centered on the victims and family 

members. The broader communal inclusiveness and contextualization of these events 

receive little attention within these live traditions. The general public could participate 

through a televised broadcast, which is how many of us initially experienced September 

11th, but the distanced media with its endless branding continues to present the tragedy 

as a cinematic experience rather than a human one.  

The counter I thought the Duplicates could offer was closer to the immediate and 

more complicated aftershocks of the event:  a time when impromptu memorials were 

erected in all parts of the country, both rural and urban. With the collective I wanted to 

examine the small window of time when our country might have governed from hope 

rather than fear. We wanted to use our aesthetic tools to talk about the most difficult parts 

of the attacks. The lasting memorials I had encountered rarely uncovered the most 

unpleasant of emotions contained within that day. To exhibit complexities in permanent 

memorials seemed nearly impossible; to deny those surrounding moments and popular 

truths misidentifies particular realities of the day. And to practice transfer in that context 

seemed especially important. 

 As a follow up to Fictional Life, we invited many of the same performers to 

participate in september play. Because the timing of the event happened right at the 

beginning of the fall semester, I knew that we would be working under a significant time 

limitation. Many colleagues were away for the summer working on various projects. 

Three of the five members of the Duplicates were in different countries until two days 

before rehearsal. For the play to be successful, I needed to surround myself with artists 
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who were at the ready; who were, in essence, transfer hungry. The vast amount of 

content and research had been a self-endeavor that I had to now quickly share and 

effectively ignite. The luxury of having Fictional Life in our recent history was critical to 

this new show's realization.  

 Conditions of transfer were cultivated by strong artistic choices made early on; one 

of which was my participation as a performer in the event. I had not intended on 

performing in the piece however, specific sections that addressed my own personal 

connection seemed inauthentic delivered from someone other than myself. Many of our 

audience would know my personal connection. To disguise my words in another actor 

would create a layer between the honesty and rawness we genuinely wanted to invoke. 

Because I performed in the show, I asked the rest of the company to direct the three 

monologues I performed. The actors I guided throughout the process had the opportunity 

to give me feedback and reflect their experiences of my effectiveness. That transfer 

moment in september play represents a recurring quality of this practice:  the ability 

where power dynamics in the room essentially invert. 

 We described the piece as a “playful memorial”, borrowing simple psychology 

techniques, such as revising the day’s end, to inspire healing in a difficult subject matter. 

Told episodically, the play contained testimonies and articles of a broad range of people. 

One section, presented in an animation newsreel, had performers rewriting the imagined 

endings: 

    

 Mount Rushmore  
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Four hijacked planes attacked Mount Rushmore today. Officials note all 
passengers and crew safely parachuted into fields of wheat in Kansas before the 
jetliners with the hijackers made impact. Large women with cool pitchers of iced 
tea and children with paper hats greeted the survivors. It was an Oklahoma style 
celebration (though they might not admit that in Kansas). The large women's 
skinny husbands have agreed to drive all the passengers and crew safely home on 
a hayride. 

 
As for Mount Rushmore, George Washington will now be fitted with a dapper pair 
of spectacles that will cover the mark from the planes. Abraham Lincoln's nose 
will be suited with a Band Aid and not surprisingly Teddy Roosevelt was not at all 
scarred by the crash. 

   
Marine Land 

  
Four Hijacked planes attacked Marine Land in Niagara Falls, Canada today. 
And by "attacked Marine Land in Niagara Falls", I mean, "landed at Marine 
Land in Niagara Falls." Officials note that the high pitched squeals of the 
dolphins deafened the four terrorists, allowing the crew to gain back control of 
the plane, landing it right beside Friendship Cove. Angry, the passengers 
cornered the four terrorists, pushing them into the frigid beluga tank where they 
were swallowed, digested whole, and swiftly pooped out. 

   
The near death experience is said to have changed the terrorists as they emerged 
from the waters singing "Baby Beluga" by Raffi and all playing tambourines. No 
one was hurt in the near fatal attack that instead ended in the biggest mammal 
Kum-Ba-Yah in recorded history. 
 

 World Trade Center 
  

Today two planes few into the World Trade Center in New York City. Another 
flew into the Coca Cola Company headquarters in Atlanta. A bunch of little 
planes ambushed every Wal-Mart and McDonald’s in the world. Another hit Wall 
Street. Still others crashed into the World Bank and the IMF and NAFTA and 
CAFTA and GMOs and SAPs and the Chicago School of Economics. 
 
Miraculously, not a single person was injured in the event! For before all the 
planes and the crashes, everybody decided to stay home and plant trees or teach 
adult literacy classes or sew pink onesies for baby boys. Today everybody got 
paid a living wage for his or her work. 

    
Only the institutions were destroyed. The task at hand is to put our heads 
together and start over. 
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Unlike public ceremony, the play invited child-like sensibilities for audience members 

while daring to be irreverent. In its style and structure the piece was different: it was 

purposefully temporal with a one-time showing on the tenth anniversary.  

  Produced on September 11, 2011, at the University of Texas at Austin, the 

play was also unique in its location. Performing miles away from the centers of tragedy, 

the Duplicates were able to reclaim, albeit momentarily, both grief and vulnerability of 

the tragedy for its performers and audience. The simple act of drafting work for an Austin 

audience about September 11th rejected the strong polemic ownership of the ‘insiders’ 

and helped democratize access to meaning. In Austin's weekly newspaper The Austin 

Chronicle theater critic Robert Faires wrote of september play, “because it was 

performed on the anniversary, the audience approached with a spirit of unity that 

followed the event itself”. Our mission and practice were lining up in performance so that 

a performer to audience transfer was expected when you entered the old gym, where the 

play occurred. What september play sought to do was reclaim an experience of a day, to 

create a new memory with a one-time audience. In ten more years, the audience may 

remember a large-scale spectacle piece that valued a multiplicity of views in addition to 

the annual reading of the names. september play altered the act of witnessing on 

September 11th both in the present and future by generating a new, dynamic experience 

of the day.  

 The Duplicates wanted to recall some of the most significant moments of 

September 11th that public ceremonies do not address. One critical component of the day 
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that the creative team wanted to theatricalize was the immediate, instant destruction. 

Within one hundred and two minutes both towers had been struck and completely 

destroyed to piles of rubble. One of the most documented events in history, the images 

quickly became the nation's home video that seemed to play on a continual loop. The 

creative team decided to represent this destruction by taking their bodies through a 

difficult artistic task, one that would require complete exhaustion building an installation 

and then obliterate that structure in the first moment with the audience. The goal was to 

inspire a re-experience of that particular sensation of terror with temperance within a 

nurturing environment. The invitation to watch content about September 11th needed a 

considered approach:  a considered transfer.  

 Twenty-four hours before the performance the co- creators along with a team of ten 

volunteers built a large mural 20' x 40' made entirely of postage stamp size construction 

paper that filled the entire playing floor of the performance space. The mural contained a 

person in the middle of a wheat field looking up at the brilliant blue sky. The process was 

filmed and edited in time lapse so that twenty-four hours of building was shown in three 

minutes at the top of the play. The invitation created tension, providing the community 

with a way to invest in the large, detailed construction. Part of that tension came from 

unanticipated humor in the video: it was filmed at night and at one point the stage 

manager could be seen taking a nap in the lower right half of the frame. The audience let 

out an unexpected laugh; it was a moment of release.  

 Immediately following the video, two co-creators, Tom Horan and Trey Gilmore, 

entered blowing away the mural with high-powered electric leaf blowers. In the matter of 
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a three-minute video, patrons had journeyed through a building process and destruction. 

When the mural was erased, the crowd gasped. The mural was disassembled so the 

audience could assemble; we could draw on the unity and alliances so present after the 

attack. The show concluded with paper bits, which seemed to be from the mural, 

catapulted into the sky. The room was a sea of confetti that celebrated renewed union. 

Immediately following the attacks of September 11th, a spirit of togetherness was created 

and that essence was simulated in performance. 

The responsibility of transfer from performer to audience in september play 

meant connecting on an emotional and personal level to elicit a deeper understanding. 

The temporal experience enacted on the anniversary creates a performance of memory. 

For those of us who were living adult lives on September 11th we easily recall the light in 

the sky, the smell of the air and fall's imminent arrival. Choosing to present the play 

when I did used all the elements of time to stimulate memories and remembrances. For 

the students who had little memory of the day, they are surrounded by communities that 

hold these stories. Students are allowed to intersect with both subject matter and 

individuals who lived through the event. The Duplicates had used time and place to make 

a rich forum for the imperative communication between audience and performer. I 

understood transfer now not only from director to actor (as with Fictional Life), but also 

from actor to audience both in my performing and witnessing the piece. Both plays 

enlivened transfer and, because of our tenacity, we found thrilling techniques to examine 

both history and our work as a collective. 
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Transfer Evolves 

 

The bookends of my graduate directing experience within the Department’s 

season are not of the same genre and are also clear departures from my work with the 

Duplicates. My first show Emergency Prom by Steve Moulds consisted of a cast of 

eighteen undergraduate actors, most of which had never been on stage at UT. My final 

show 360 (round dance) by Steven Dietz possessed a company of eight experienced 

actors, including faculty and graduate students. Comparing these shows exhibits an 

immense development in my practice. This evolution was greatly informed by leading 

The Fictional Life of Historical Oddities and september play; changes in my candor and 

personal risk were evident. In this final chapter I will explore how the effectiveness and 

growth of transfer while at UT will continue to shape my work as a director. 

In many ways when a director leads the room she is re-embodying all previous 

directors’ rooms, theatrical readings and performance experiences. The vocation of 

directing advances through mimicry and practice and those component parts exist both 

conscientiously and intuitively in the moment of transfer. The early directing projects I 

helmed at UT, such as Emergency Prom, were explorations and embodiments of 

histories. In many ways I was ‘performing’ directing, a re-creation based on all the 

rehearsals rooms I had previously encountered. And some of those performances were 

successful. But quickly I learned that 'performing' directing could become a deterrent, 

and those past directors I studied sometimes stood in the way of my artistic belief 

particularly when choosing plays to direct. 
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In my final year of study I submitted a proposal to the Theatre and Dance Season 

Selection Committee to direct La Ronde by Arthur Schnitzler, hoping to close a figurative 

gulf between my work and the canon. I pursued a self-invented responsibility to helm a 

canonical play before I achieved my Masters degree. At the time, I believed that I could 

not claim a mastery of directing without engaging the ‘great’ works of dramatic literature. 

The leaning toward canonical work was a mythology I brought into graduate school, 

among many others. And the inertia of mythologies is difficult to reroute. In the last three 

years, as I define transfer, I have been able to demystify and fracture beliefs perpetuated 

by other director’s rooms. No doubt the teachers I studied with as a young student 

imparted the importance of working on canonical plays. These two projects in this 

chapter will serve as my case studies. Emergency Prom, in early process, serves as a 

representation of ‘performing’ directing and 360 (round dance) as defying the 

representation that each artist must siphon through one particular mold.  

In my first year of study I was assigned to direct a theatrical event titled 

Emergency Prom written by 3rd year MFA Playwright Steve Moulds. Steve and I knew 

each other peripherally; we liked one another well enough, both possessing a penchant 

for the irreverent. But our dividing lines were (at the time) apparent to me. Where he was 

energetic, I was serious. Where he was provocative, I was reserved. When offered the 

opportunity to lead the improvisatory process that would become Emergency Prom, I 

cried, feeling cheated by the invitation; assuming the ingredients of this collaboration 

would be a terrible mixture. Before I learned of this assignment, I once overheard Steve 

describing the project to a group of students who intermittently erupted with laughter and 
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I silently thought, I don’t want to have any part of that show. The strong reaction I 

experienced proves puzzling to me now. First, what was the reason behind my opposition 

to a group of people laughing about a live theater event? Where did I create the myth that 

all theater processes uphold decorum of seriousness? (Later when I would work on 

Fictional Life, I would discover the freeing notion that our humor can and should be 

treated with seriousness.) I suppose the hubris of asserting oneself in the first year of 

graduate study predicated how I would have processed any directing assignment. 

Looking back I am amazed at the presumption of how I would lead the room; serious 

transfer techniques prevailed because they were the interactions I had witnessed. The 

ghost of directors past was the standard of excellence. 

The journey through Emergency Prom proved to be a far different experience than 

originally anticipated. Because many of the students were new to performing, I knew one 

of my chief responsibilities would be to create an ensemble that supported risk. Initially I 

did not want to admit that my foremost obligation was to the writer. In fact, I resisted that 

notion right until our first rehearsal together; relying on the rooms of the past to dictate 

what ‘should’ happen in a pre-production process. But Steve shined in the rehearsal room 

and his facility as a re-writer meant that the best moments of the play happened when he 

drafted them in the room. Within the vessel of the play I not only exerted transfer 

between actor/director but also the transfer between a (deeply involved) writer and 

director. Here was a rehearsal room where committee informed transfer. Steve and I 

worked vigorously together to mold communication in the room. We arrived at mutual 

goals:  Emergency Prom was to be an exercise in physical precision and a blast of 
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comedic energy in the Department. Steve’s honesty about his goals for the project was 

infectious. In his compassion, he had successfully transferred more possibilities of the 

play to me. Though the production fell at one of the busy times in the semester, the run 

sold out each night. Students and faculty warmly received the work. The project was 

successful in outcome and attendance though more importantly, Emergency Prom shifted 

a departmental conversation toward a different structure of playmaking. 

My engagement with Steve kept me focused on future first impulses of why I 

choose to work on a specific play. Though Emergency Prom had been assigned, I found a 

way to love the people in the room and ultimately the play itself. But, if given the 

opportunity, what plays would I choose to direct? My early leanings for my thesis 

production were inspired by a false sensibility of what I thought might be a challenge or  

'problem play'. I needed to prove to a fictitious theater tribunal that I was capable of 

handling an artifact from theater history. All the while, I secretly thought La Ronde 

would be a disaster. The decision-making distilled down to choosing agony over love; a 

strategy antithetical to my learning while working with The Duplicates. 

After pitching La Ronde to the Season Selection committee, admittedly in a half-

baked examination presented with as much confidence and courage I could muster, I was 

cleared for staging the work. When the opportunity was before me and I began to read the 

work, doubt fiercely interrupted the room. A good friend of mine, a seasoned actress, 

mentioned nonchalantly in conversation, “I have never seen a production of that play be 

successful.” Her comment felt palpable. I replied, “I will make it successful.” I am not 

risk adverse but her words and my reply slipped under my skin. The intention of my 
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answer felt grounded in a need to ‘win’. And what exactly was I going to ‘win’? 

Schnitzler certainly was not going to make the premiere. The real question surfaced: had 

I selected from my heart? Had I situated myself in a moment of honesty about what I 

might like to share?  

I read through many adaptations and was starting to feel at a loss. And then 

Professor Steven Dietz made mention of a version on which he was working. I inquired 

to read the draft, assuring him that I would not share the work nor look at the script as an 

option for my thesis production. The Department works with Texas Performing Arts as a 

producing partner and because of the busy production schedule; shows are generally 

selected a year in advance. I read 360 (round dance) on an unusually snowy day in 

Austin. Here’s what I wrote to Steven immediately following my first read. 

Steven- 
 

Here is what I learned and love about your adaptation. 
 

(I mention these things only to further my relationship with both your work and 
Schnitzler's work. I realize many of these are obvious.) 

 
1.  The play feels more dangerous without the interludes.  
2.  Rejection in the play is not a rejection of the body but of the desire/spirit (and 
it is heartbreaking.) 
3.  Age is an explicit force in status. 
4.  The faceless authorities and servants pressurize the status. 
5.  Both the male and female characters have an equal amount to lose in each 
vignette. 
6.  The supporting, material pieces of this world (i.e., bracelet, hair, etc) also 
move in a round. 
7.  The locations are immediate for a contemporary audience; we know where we 
are and the "charge" of these places. 
8.  The characters are sophisticated, complicated and challenge their "naming"-
i.e., What does 'The Student' teach in her scene with 'The Professor'? 
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I went back and re-read the Bentley version. The feeling was like having a malt 
liquor after a really good pinot. I am compelled by the questions your version 
asks and wary of how the interludes might work against the central question of 
the play for me. The nightmare version is those moments are comical or bring the 
play to a halt.  

 
In a perfect world, if given a choice, I would rather direct your play. In the mean 
time, I will keep searching for other translations/adaptations. Thank you for 
sharing it with me (in confidence) and helping me further codify my ideas. Good 
advising. 

 
I am a reflective soul and plays take longer to process and ‘fire’ within me. 360 (round 

dance) fired immediately. Perhaps because I was living with different versions of La 

Ronde so long, my corporal archive of the play was ready to be shaken. 360 (round 

dance) did exactly that. I needed to make a thoughtful case why I would switch plays.  

In my original proposal I promised the Department that La Ronde would serve 

many areas. For the Acting area the cast size would utilize ten actors and provide the 

opportunity to work on a canonical title. For my personal arc within the program, La 

Ronde would be the first extant text I would helm. But, as I had learned from the 

Duplicates, my passion for a story outweighed institutional or self-imposed regulations. I 

had more rallying to accomplish so that I could direct the work I wanted to direct. I 

reached out to Steven in a second note: 

 
With a heavy heart, I suppose I want to confirm your version was off the table. 
And vigorously add that if there is any eleventh hour campaigning I can do to 
direct your version, I am ready and willing. The visceral and intellectual response 
your play inspired makes it difficult to 'walk away'. The DNA of your version and 
these other adaptations are very different; I wish I could inject what I love about 
360 into a different translation. It's a difficult spot, I feel passionately about this 
version and I cannot unlearn your play. 
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These early notes were markers for me that my initial impulses about plays possess 

dynamism.  Fortunately, the committee agreed and I was set to dive into 360 (round 

dance). 

 I made initial plans for the first rehearsal, toying with several ideas in how I might 

want to begin with the actors. Because 360 (round dance) is structured like a daisy chain, 

or ten mini-plays, I thought I might have the actors reverse the roles and read their 

counter parts dialogue. In past experiences (i.e. other director’s rooms), this exercise had 

helped the entire team understand the DNA of the play, a broader knowledge of the 

whole.  

As the first rehearsal approached I began to hedge on my idea. What I might 

inadvertently create would be a sense of empathy for each scene partner and the play did 

not need that. The audience must empathize with all of these characters however those 

moments are intermittent. Our alliances must shift and evolve. These characters needed 

their secrets and veneer. The internal logic of the play demanded concealment.  

Two days before the first rehearsal, with clear knowledge of what the week ahead 

of me might look like, I abandoned my plans. Originally I was set to facilitate design 

presentations so that the actors might know what the world we were creating would feel, 

look and sound like, sit around the table and then read the play. I would lead a small 

discussion and that would be the end of the evening. As the first rehearsal drew nearer I 

placed myself in fierce interrogation about my agenda. Even reading the list on the page 

now, ‘boredom’ is conjured rather than a vibrant beginning. And ‘boredom’ had been an 

imperative marker in my work with the Duplicates. Why, after those invigorating 
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experiences, was I following this very familiar rehearsal pedagogy?  

I had the great fortune of casting a mixture of faculty, graduate and undergraduate 

students in the show. Why not take advantage of the experience in the room? I was 

pushing myself to examine ways that the first rehearsal might be more than 'performing' 

rehearsal. The ease of entering the room on the autopilot, understanding all that was to 

happen is the exact opposite of how actors exist in a moment on stage and what I am 

trying to do in transfer. How could I create the conditions for an authentic experience? 

The challenge would clearly involve living outside of our comfort zone (feeling that I 

was already well out of the bounds of my own). I changed my plan of transference. The 

first rehearsal would signal risk. I wanted them to root for one another and to feel 

terrified together. At the same time, I also needed all those moments to serve as a 

diagnostic; how much time had they spent with the script, what did they understand about 

their character's need in the play and what personally ignited them.  

I prepared an opening speech and was determined to name what might be 

happening in my world and self in the room that wedged between my communications. I 

told them my heart was beating fast; which is a wonderful signal to me I am fully alive in 

this moment but also by naming it, I calmed that impulse to be a patient observant to the 

story. I spoke in my own language; not using standard theater vernacular and transferring 

the importance I place on outside artists entering our room. On the first night I spoke of 

Maurice Sendak.  

I want to start tonight by talking about Maurice Sendak. Mr. Sendak, as you 
probably know, is responsible for the beautiful children's books “Where the Wild 
Things Are” and “In the Night Kitchen”.  
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Now, what I hope is happening right now, is you are thinking, where is she 
headed?  

 This is left field.  
 Did she read the play?  
 Is Steven sure that he wants her to facilitate this process?  
 Should she have been assigned to Doodle (the theater for young audiences show)? 
 

Mr. Sendak, now 83, was recently featured on NPR and gave a stunning, 
impressionistic interview. Offering a voice and words that were emotionally bald. 
He had lost his close friend, his publisher two days prior to the conversation. The 
publisher's wife, also a close friend, died two months before that. He was sitting 
in deep grief and cried most of the way through the talk. Admitted he would 
probably cry most of the way to the grave. There are few things more heart 
breaking than to hear an elderly person cry.  

 
 And now, you might be thinking, Courtney, do you have the wrong script? 
 
 Mr. Sendak lost his partner of 50 plus years. He is a man that has watched most 
 of his friends and family pass, he feels as though he has outlived all of them. What 
 he admitted to being most afraid of is the isolation.  And enter 360 (round dance). 
 And La Ronde. And Schnitzler.  And Dietz. And our production. 
 

360 (round dance) is an examination of desire. An examination of the behaviors 
of desire. Be they compulsive or impulsive. Be they manipulative or true. Be they 
explosive or reflective. Mr. Sendak is in the twilight of his life, this fact amplifies 
his need for communion, his need to be touched, held, and kissed. To be seen, to 
be sexed, to be loved. For Mr. Sendak those opportunities for intimacy are fading. 
For these characters, for you the people in the room here and now, they must 
pursue their needs as though intimacies are disappearing. Being eradicated. Put 
all your eggs in one fucking basket and get who you need to get close to you. 
 

Our work requires a rigorous and visceral mapping, an emotional and physical 
sleuthing of the human heart. And it must be amplified as if we were in the 
twilight of our lives. It must mean everything to these people.  
 

This type of proclamation would have never happened if not for the productions with the 

Duplicates. I had recognized that honesty, even in the most bizarre of forms, is the 

strongest currency in the rehearsal room. I would approach 360 (round dance) with a 
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unique sense of candor and playfulness. Joy would prevail in the work because we all 

sacrifice too much for the process to not possess it.  

 After the speech, I requested a leap of faith, asking the actors to simply do the 

play. I wanted to see what the play looked like at this moment before we had any 

conversation that might unravel its meaning. In an effort to justify my tactics, I wrote to 

Professor Dietz forty-eight hours before the performance. I had a clear plan of attack and 

intention. 

I have had a radical change of heart about what the first rehearsal might look 
like. 
After the design presentations, I think I am going to ask them to do the play. 
Here's your set, here's your chairs, script in hand, do the play.  
There's no right or wrong.  
Do the play. 

 
It's an experiment. 
It feels aggressive and bold. 
It feels like it will be a useful diagnostic. 
It feels like it will be wild, risky ritual for them. 
It feels like it will be a train wreck. 
It feels like it will contain moments of deep humanity. 
It feels like it will create a container for urgency. 
It feels like we will find things that will live in performance. 

 
I wanted to share this.  
I am trying not to ask for permission to do this, though that urge is strong. 
I would warmly, gladly, graciously welcome your feedback on this gesture. This is 
a considerable detour from how I intended to begin. It feels riskier for me, so I 
want to move toward that. 

 

And with unbiased approval Professor Dietz simply wrote back “Do your idea”. In these 

moments, when our mentors validate our ideas we grow tremendously as artists. My chief 

responsibility to the writer beautifully intersected with my chief responsibility to myself; 
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I was trusted to guide the play into a fuller understanding. It was an extraordinary feeling.

 The play opened to a favorable reception, Claire Canavaan of the Austin 

American Statesman noted, “Dietz and director Sale have made “360 (round dance)” into 

an energetic, tightly woven interplay between sex, power, and economies of desire.” 

As expected there were tremendous successes in that first rehearsal, moments that 

carried all the way through the run of the show. I recall how uniquely the exercise had 

capitalized on the difficult relationship between both the student and faculty actors; who 

also portrayed a student and faculty relationship in the play. A bracelet is a major 

tracking object in the play and mid-way through the run one of the actors implemented 

the jewelry. When a scene was missing the item, an actor darted through the middle of 

the action in a joyful baton pass of the key element of storytelling. The exercise was 

resurrecting my time with the Duplicates. I had set up a circumstance where everyone 

assumed responsibility for the play beyond his or her purview. Perhaps the director’s 

rooms I want to enact, in some cases, are my own.  
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Conclusion 

Transfer in theater making demonstrates a liminal space where idea and 

communication intersect. Because the circumstances of this practice are rare it is essential 

that they should be examined as unending infrastructure. The majority of my life will be 

spent not directing rather than directing. Despite this reality, my work has the possibility 

of possessing lasting effects, reassigning perceptions of space, furthering personal 

relationships and awakening new ideas of performance. Like the care the giant in The 

B.F.G takes in choosing dreams for humans, opportunities to communicate my dreams 

are sacred, real events:  I must arouse the hearts and minds of my collaborators as this is 

the essence of transfer.  

More than a tool, transfer is an expression of values. As a director, this system of 

delivery has stirred me to ask questions rather than postulate answers. The inquiring 

expands beyond the content of the play to all circumstances that encounter the play, be 

they social, historical, economical or personal (approaching the work honestly).  

The commitment to transfer has permitted me to work closer to my personal 

intentions rather than ape any other director or subscribe to a specific method of 

playmaking. I cannot inspire my collaborators through a disconnected translation of 

another director's philosophy. If another director's language or process ignites my 

interest, then I must fully examine that impulse through a process of searching that 

encounters my own belief. Each process I helm represents a possibility to create a 

community that I want to live in; a community that illuminates our inexplicable shifting 

phenomenon as the reality we see. 
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